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An expression is found for the complex dielectric constant of a dilute totally ionized plasma; 
the expression is accurate to quadratic terms in the number of particles per unit volume and 
applies for frequencies much higher than the electron Langmuir frequency. An isotropic 
plasma and a plasma in a magnetic field are considered. In the latter case the applied fre
quency is assumed to be greater than the Langmuir frequency, but can be greater or smaller 
than the gyromagnetic frequencies of the plasma particles. 

l. The present communication is concerned with Here 
the high-frequency dielectric constant of a plasma. 
Specifically, we are interested in the frequency re
gion in which the applied frequency w is much 
higher than the electron Langmuir frequency wLe 
= -./ 47re2Ne/m . On the other hand, we shall as
sume that the frequency is much lower than the 
frequency Wmax = ( K T )3/.! (2m) -ttl /I eie 1. To de
scribe a plasma under these conditions we find it 
convenient to use the kinetic equation for rapid 
processes given earlier by the author.[t] 

Under the conditions given above it is well
known [2] that the imaginary part of the dielectric 
constant of an isotropic plasma must be modified; 
the correction is quadratic in the number of par
ticles per unit volume and exhibits a frequency 
dependence of the form w-3 ln (w/wmax). Below 
we obtain the corresponding real correction, which 
exhibits a frequency dependence of the form w-3 x 
sign w. Finally, we obtain the correction to the 
dielectric tensor of a plasma in a strong magnetic 
field when neither the applied frequency nor the 
electron (ion) gyromagnetic frequency are small 
compared with the electron Langmuir frequency. 

2. We find the dielectric constant of the plasma 
through the use of the kinetic equation for rapid 
steady-state processes. For a plasma in a spa
tially uniform alternating electric field E and a 
fixed magnetic field B this equation is:[t J 
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where ea, ma, ra, va, and Pa are respectively 
the charge, mass, coordinate, velocity, and momen
tum of a particle of type a; QO' = eaB/mac is the 
gyromagnetic frequency; Na is the number of par
ticles of type a per unit volume and, U a,B ( r) 
= eae,B /r. 

Equation (1) has been obtained under the as
sumption of a weak particle interaction and does 
not apply for small impact parameters. In this 
connection, in integrating over the impact param
eters below, we introduce a cutoff at Pmin. On 
the other hand we have not considered shielding 
of the Coulomb interaction at large distances in 
Eq. (1). Equation (1) may not be applicable to an 
analysis of collisions at high impact parameters 
in sufficiently slow processes, in which case we 
must introduce a cutoff at Pmax· * 

3. We first consider an isotropic plasma with 
no fixed magnetic field. We neglect spatial dis-

*If collisions are neglected the following relation holds: 

and allows us to transform the arguments of the functions in 
the right side of Eq. (1). 
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persion in the dielectric constant, assuming the 
particle distribution to be uniform in space. As
suming a small departure from the Maxwellian 
distribution f~> and linearizing the kinetic equa
tion, taking account of the fact that Of01 is propor
tional to the electric field, which is assumed to 
be weak, we have 

oNa. ea. <o> a I 
at- xTEvocfa. = ~N(3op' jdpfldrfl 

{l a. . 

r {auoc{l(lr,.-rf3+(vcz-v{l)'t'l) 
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x a, apt -an~ If"' bffl (p13, t + T) 

f<X at VB 
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X Or~ 

- rfl + (vrx ~ V[J) T J) (ea.Vcz + e[JV[3, E (t + T))}. (4) 

In solving Eq. (4) we assume that the collision 
integral is small. If there is a periodic time de
pendence ( e -iwt) the inequality w » Veff must 
be satisfied, where Veff is defined below. In the 
first approximation 

.. f(l) - . ecz Ev • f(o) 
u a. -txT w cz. (5) 

Substituting Eq. (5) for Of in Eq. (4), we have as a 
second approximation 
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An expression for the current density can be ob
tained from Eqs. (5) and (6) 

j = ~eczNo: ~dp,.vczl'lfa., (7) 
a. 

and can then be used to find the complex conductiv
ity tE'nso~ aij (h = UijEj) or the complex dielectric 
tensor Ej = Oij + 47riaij I w. For the isotropic 
plasma being considered here these tensors are 
diagonal and, from Eqs. (5)- (7), we have 
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where kmax = PiJin = KT/1 e01e13l while kmin 
= Piriax :::::: r[l ( rn is the De bye radius ) . 

If terms containing positive powers of the elec
tron-ion mass ratio are neglected in the right side 

of Eq. (8) and if it is assumed that only one type of 
ion is present, we have 
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Keeping in mind that kmax » kmin and also that 
these quantities are determined to an accuracy of 
order unity, we can write Eq. (10) in the form 

'rmax 'rmax 

F (w) = F' (w) + iF" (w) = \ d..: . ~ d't' . 
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When w « WLe• 

k 
F' (w) =In~, 

kmin 
(12) 

The last expression for F" leads to a small cor
rection (proportional to w-2 ) in E (w ). Hence, 
wi,e changes by an amount D-wLe• where 

L\ ~ .!_ yzn (ee;)Z N1 _1_ 
~ 3 V m (xT)'I• WLe • 

Equation (12) for F' ( w) leads to the usual effec
tive collision frequency, which then yields the fol
lowing expression for the dielectric constant: [2- 4] 

2 0 

wLe . wz.e (O) 
e ( W) = 1 - - 2 (! + L\) + l - 3 V eff , 

(J) (J) 
(13) 
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(14) 

At frequencies much greater than the electron 
Langmuir frequency ( w » wLe) we have from 
Eq. (11) 

F' ( I ( kmax .. /xf) 
w) = n rlffil v 2m ' 

F" ( ) n . w = 2 s1gnw; (15) 

y = 1.781 is the Euler constant. Substituting (15) 
in (9) we have 

(J)2 (J)2 (J)2 

( ) ' + · " 1 Le . Le (w) Le •. e (t) = e te = - -2 + l -. v eff ---.- (t) eff ~lgn w, 
(J) (J) (J) (16) 

where 

(2n)'1•(ee;J2 N; 

3 V m (xT)'1' ' 
Weff (17) 

while Veff( w) is of the form known from the theory 
of absorption of radio waves in interstellar gases ;C2J 
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(w) _ !:_ V2Jl (eey N,. j (xT)'Iz I 
veff - 3 ,;-= 'I In . 

r m (xT)" rw V2m I ee,. I 
(18) 

The quantity Veff differs from Weff by the large 
logarithmic term. Since the logarithmic term de
pends on the choice of kmax• there is some ques
tion as to the usefulness of keeping the term pro
portional to Weff· However, Veff appears in the 
imaginary part of the dielectric constant while 
Weff appears in the real part, so that we are jus
tified in keeping the term proportional to Weff· 

There is an important difference in the correc
tion to the real part of E ( w) when w » WLe and 
w « wLe· The absolute magnitude of the correc
tion is smaller in the second case than in the first 
(low frequency); however, a new dependence on 
frequency arises in the region w » wLe and in 
principle, makes it possible to observe the cor
responding correction. The difficulty of an ob
servation of this kind is due to the necessity for 
satisfying the condition w « (KT) 3~m-112/l eei 1. 
For example, in the expression for the refractive 
index 

2 4 2 
n =VB'= I - ())Le - __1_ ())Le - __1_ ())Le())eff 

2w2 8 w• 2 w3 

1 wL 
- 16 ----;;)6 - ... (19) 

the third term ( ~ w-4 ) is always greater than the 
fourth, which is proportional to w-3• Thus the cor
rection will appear only when the frequency depend
ence of the refractive index is determined with very 
high accuracy. We note that the fourth term of the 
right side of Eq. (19) is smaller than the third, but 
greater than the fifth, if the following condition 
holds: 

NhxT)'', m-•r,< w < (xT)'1' m-'f, I I ee, I· 

This frequency range is rather wide since it is 
given by the relation I eei I Ni/3 « KT. 

4. We now consider a plasma in a fixed mag
netic field. In this case the linearized kinetic 
equation for weak departures from the Maxwellian 
distribution can be written in the form 

Here, P 0 and R0 are given by Eqs. (2) and (3) if 
the electric field is set equal to zero. 

When the field is periodic in time ( e-iwt ) 
Eq. (20) can be solved by perturbation methods 
by taking the right side to be small, so long as 
the condition I w2 ± ~ ~ I » vtff is satisfied. We 
assume below that this condition is satisfied. Then, 
assuming that the collision integral can be neg
lected, we have 
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Here, eszr is a completely antisymmetric tensor. 
Using Eq. (21) we obtain the following equation for 
the second approximation correction to the non
equilibrium part of the distribution function: 
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In the case being considered (steady-state periodic 
process ) the solution of this equation can be writ
ten in the form 
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To find the complex dielectric tensor we substi
tute (21) and (24) in (7) and integrate over momen
tum and time (t' ). In particular, we assume that 

co 

Thus 

\ dteioot ~p~ (t, Pa) = A,,(w,- Qa)· 
~ iJp~ 

(25) 
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Assuming that the plasma contains electrons and 
only one ion species and neglecting corrections of 
the order of the electron-ion mass ratio, we have 

( ) (0, h) " (a) (h) ( ) 
Ett W = Ett + UEfj + 6eij , 27 

where e:f1•h) is the Hermitian part of the dielectric 
tensor, obtained if the collision integral is neg
lected completely 

EC~.h>_ 6··- ro[e {B'BI- ro2 [~-__!!!.._] B,B,-6,182 
'J - 'I ro2 82 Qe ro2-Q; ro2-Qj B• 

iro [ Q; Qj J Bt} + Q 2_ "2- 2_ "2 eili]f • (28) 
e 00 ~'e 00 ;.'i 

while oe:if) and OElJ) are respectively the Hermi
tian and anti-Hermitian parts of the dielectric ten
sor, obtained when the collision integral is taken 
into account: 

(a) (h) • ro[eroeff {BiB/ F ( ) 
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The functions F1 and F2 are given by 
co +1 -
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The real parts of the functions F 1 and F 2 make 
contributions to the anti-Hermitian part of the di
electric tensor while the imaginary parts appear 
in the Hermitian part. 

At frequencies much higher than the electron 
gyromagnetic frequency ( w » Oe) 

(33) 

Thus, in this frequency region and when w » WLe• 
we have 

(34) 

If w and Oe « WLe• then OEij is of the same form 
but v~tf and Weff must be replaced by v~0ff and 
~WLe respectively. We assume below that the 
applied frequency is greater than the electron 
Langmuir frequency. In particular, this assump
tion allows us to write kmin = 0 in Eqs. (30) and 
(31). 

We first analyze the Hermitian part of the cor
rection to the dielectric tensor, for which purpose 
we must consider the imaginary parts of the func
tions F 1 and F 2• Because the integrands of the 
corresponding imaginary parts do not have singu
larities at small T we can set kmax equal to in
finity in the appropriate formulas. Taking Oe < 0, 
we have 

co 
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F; (w) = _ .i_ f ~sin (£2ro 1 n.) {- 3 1 
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0 
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where 
sin2 £ + - - sin2 -- - £ e2 m, ( e; m ) 

e2 m e m, 

'ljl (~) = [1 ~ mf m;] £2 (37 ) 

To obtain relatively simple expressions we con
sider several limiting cases assuming at all times, 
however, that the gyromagnetic electron frequency 
and the frequency w are small compared with 
wmax = (KT)312m_1, 2/l eeil· At the highest fre
quency w, the magnetic field has no effect on col
lisions; and the situation is given by Eqs. (33) and 
(34). Hence, in the following we assume that Oe 
» w. 

If this inequality is satisfied the basic contribu
tion in the integrals in (35) and (36) comes from the 
region ~ » 1 in which ljJ ( ~ ) is small compared 
with unity. We must distinguish three regions of 
large values of ~. First, the region 1 « ~ 

« ..; mi/m , where 

(38) 

Second, the region defined by the inequality 

V m,j m< ~ < [em,je,ml, 

where 
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'¢ (s) = m/ m1. (39) 

Finally, the region ~ > I emi I eim I, where 

'¢ (s) =- ----'- sin2 -'--- s 1 e2 m. (e. m ) 
~2 eJ m e mi ' 

(40) 

Since l/J ( ~ ) is small, we obtain immediately from 
Eq. (35) 

" 3 Fdw) = Tsignw. (41) 

The situation is somewhat more complicated for 
the function F2 ( w). Here, corresponding to the 
three ranges of values of ~ and the corresponding 
values of the function l/J ( ~ ), we have 

(42) 

" 3 [ 4m. J F2(w) =TIn -i -3 signw, Qi ~ w ~ Qe-. / m , Jl mi 

(43) 
• 3 I Q .... ;m.l F2(w)= 2 ln ~ J1 ~ signw, w~Q~. (44) 

Equations (29), (41)- (44) allow us to write the 
Hermitian part of the correction to the complex 
dielectric tensor in the following form: 

We now consider the anti-Hermitian correction. 
As in the analysis of the imaginary parts of F 1 

and F2 we can write kmax = oo in the real part 
of F2• Then, F2(w) assumes a form similar to 
(36) with the difference that the cosine appears 
in place of the sine. When w « ne, we have 

(45) 

(47) 

(48) 

Corresponding to Eqs. (38)- (40), we have from 
Eq. (48) 

(49) 

• 3 { I Qe I [ 4ml J 1 [ m1 ]
2

} F 2 (w) =- In - In-- 3 - - In--
21t 2yro m 4 m ' 

(50) 

F~(w) = 2: {(In ;y +In:: Inj~ I+ +[ln:n. 

w<QI· (51) 

We cannot write kmax = oo in F1 ( w). How
ever, since the integrand in Eq. (30) is independ
ent of magnetic field when T « 1/Qe, an expres
sion for F1 ( w) can be written that applies for 
both w » Qe and w « ne: 

1 00 

F~ ( w) = ~ J d£6 cos (;~ £) + ~- ~ ~s cos a~: £). 
~min. 1 

Smin = J/2m Qe i ee1 i (xT)-"". (52) 

In the case of immediate interest we have 

F, _ 2 I (xT)"I, :3 I o. I 
1 (w)-- n +-In -

1t r yzin ~~e 1 ee1 1 n 2ro · 
(53) 

Then, using Eqs. (29), (49)- (51) and (53) we can 
write an expression for the anti-Hermitian part 
of the complex dielectric tensor 

} 
w2Le 

+ 6v..L (w)J w"' (54) 

where 
(0) 4 V2n(eey Nl (xT)''' 
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f :rt (ee;) 1 m "' 4 m 
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I [1n ~r +f [1n ~]\In~ In\ n: \. 

l w<(~ ~00 

A comparison of Eqs. (54)- (59) with Eq. (34) in
dicates that in strong fields there are two effective 
collision frequencies or relaxation times.* If w 
~ WLe in Eq. (57) this equation contains a higher 
order term which, together with Eq. (55), leads to 
an expression for the transverse relaxation time; 
the transverse relaxation time gives the coeffi
cient for electron-ion diffusion across the mag
netic field.C 5J 

*Equation (20) od1J can be regarded as an interpolation 
formula which gives Eqs. (18) and (15) of the present work as 
limiting cases. When w "-'Qe the approximate kernel of the 
collision integral, which corresponds to Eq. (17) of, [1] is a 
poor approximation. 
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In all formulas in this paper we have assumed 
that the maximum frequency ( Wmax) is deter
mined by the limit of applicability of perturbation 
theory. However, if this restriction does not hold 
and instead the range of applicability of our for
mulas in the region of small impact parameters 
in determined by quantum effects in the kinetic 
equation (1), which have been neglected, then 
wmax is replaced by (KT/n). 

I am indebted to V. L. Ginzberg for his interest 
in this work. 
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